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Abstract 

Targeting error assessments for social transfers commonly rely on accuracy as a 

performance metric. This process is typically insensitive to the distributional position 

of incorrectly classified households. In this paper we develop an extended targeting 

assessment framework for proxy means tests that accounts for societal sensitivity to 

targeting errors. We use a social welfare framework to weight targeting errors 

depending on their position in the welfare distribution and for different levels of 

societal inequality aversion. While this provides a more comprehensive assessment 

of targeting performance, we show with two case studies that bias in the data, here 

in the form of label bias and unstable proxy means testing weights, leads to substantial 

underestimation of welfare losses that disadvantage some groups more than others.  
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Cash transfer programs, the most common anti-poverty tool in low-and middle-income 

countries, have expanded massively throughout the last decade (Gentilini et al. 2022). In the 

context of limited budgets targeting of programs to the poor is often essential, with many 

programs relying on data driven systems to identify eligible households. Given that household 

living standards are difficult to measure and verify, beneficiary selection is often based on more 

or less precise methods aimed at ranking households and individuals from poorest to richest.  

Proxy means testing (PMT) is a popular tool to identify eligible households based on predicted 

income or wealth. In this context, policy designers aim to enhance prediction accuracy and 

the correct identification of beneficiaries to maximize benefit efficiency and impact. This 

process inherently contains errors; exclusion errors refer to the percentage of intended 

beneficiaries not reached by the program, and inclusion errors indicate the share of 

beneficiaries that should not benefit from the program. Recent studies have demonstrated 

how more flexible machine learning models and novel data sources can reduce targeting 

errors of such screening systems (Aiken et al. 2022; McBride and Nichols 2018). 

However, if societies hold preferences for redistribution, the comparison of targeting 

accuracy gives an incomplete picture. Hence, performance assessments should give greater 

weight to targeting errors among poor households than among non-poor households. From 

a social welfare perspective, giving the transfer to a very poor household has more value than 

giving the same transfer to a richer household, in which case it matters who is erroneously 

targeted or excluded. From this perspective, an increase in prediction accuracy can even cause 

welfare losses if poorer households are falsely classified. Only few papers evaluate and assess 

targeting errors (Hanna and Olken 2018) and cash transfer programs more generally 

(Alderman, Behrman, and Tasneem 2019; Barrientos et al. 2022) through a social welfare lens. 

However, these welfare estimates implicitly assume that predictions are unbiased and 

targeting errors stochastic.  
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There is growing evidence of and discussions around biases in algorithmic decision making in 

the public policy domain that can result in discrimination (Obermeyer et al. 2019; Rambachan 

et al. 2020). In this regard discrimination implies that members of some groups in society are 

less likely to benefit from algorithmic decisions than others for reasons unrelated to the 

targeting criteria, which has led to the discussion of fairness considerations in prediction 

models (Corbett-Davies and Goel 2018; Kleinberg et al. 2015; Obermeyer et al. 2019). The 

origin of biases and algorithmic discrimination often lie in the data used to train models and 

not in the estimators themselves. This can for example be related to measurement errors in 

the form of biased proxy indicators of the true outcome of interest or non-generalizable data 

(Mehrabi et al. 2021). Applied to targeting error assessments, these data biases are difficult to 

observe, and would imply that poor households of algorithmically disadvantaged groups are 

less likely to be classified as such and instead benefits are allocated to other, comparatively 

better-off households. This has redistributive consequences and causes welfare losses that 

usually are unobservable as they are hidden in the data. For PMTs, this would imply welfare 

losses of targeting errors are underestimated.  

In this paper, we formalise the welfare implications of targeting errors through a social welfare 

weight framework and illustrate how increasing prediction accuracy can cause welfare losses. 

In a second step, we follow the work of Gazeaud (2020) and McBride and Nichols (2018) 

building our own PMTs with data from Tanzania and Malawi. We use these case studies to 

exemplify that actual welfare losses can be driven by systematic measurement errors leading 

to biased targeting errors. Lastly, we use household size as an illustrative example of the 

underlying mechanisms that lead to an unequal distribution of welfare losses. We show that 

reporting bias and the instability of PMT weights is to the disadvantage of smaller households 

that end up disproportionately more likely to be falsely classified as non-poor and, hence, 

would not be identified as eligible by the PMT. Our results suggest that welfare assessments 
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tend to be significantly underestimated and that the analysed data biases account for up to 

half of targeting error related welfare losses in the two case studies.  

The application of PMT in targeting anti-poverty programs has not been without scrutiny, and 

it faces criticism on multiple fronts. Recent discussions on PMT can be roughly divided into 

three categories. The first centres on the relation of the targeting process and the trade-off 

between equity and efficiency in beneficiary selection (Premand and Schnitzer 2021; Hanna 

and Olken 2018; Brown, Ravallion, and Van de Walle 2018). The second analyzes the problem 

of the algorithmic process itself and examines the efficacy of the prediction process using new 

estimators and data sources (Aiken et al. 2022; Aiken et al. 2023; Brown, Ravallion, and Van 

de Walle 2018; McBride and Nichols 2018). A third strand examines the presence of errors 

in the measurement of the dependent variable (Gazeaud 2020) or misreporting of PMT 

variables (Banerjee et al. 2020) - an issue that goes beyond PMT itself but remains a 

problematic inherent component. Yet, the welfare implications of the compound effects of 

data biases and the understanding of which groups are disadvantaged by design, remains 

unexplored. We see three key contributions of our paper to academic and policy discussions 

surrounding PMTs. 

First, the paper seeks to contribute to the discussions about the use of data-driven decision-

making systems in the public policy domain. The ever-increasing availability of data is 

unleashing new opportunities to target policies efficiently to those that need public support 

the most. Examples include poverty screening tools based on satellite imagery, cell phone or 

social media data (Aiken et al. 2022; Ayush et al. 2020; Blumenstock 2016; Ledesma et al. 

2020). While inarguably a promising development, increasing complexity in systems may also 

increase the risk that problematic biases in benefit allocation remain unobserved because of 

black-box procedures. PMT weights are usually deliberately and for good reasons not 

disclosed (even though people may infer or form beliefs about weights (Banerjee et al. 2020; 
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Camacho and Conover 2011)). However, it seems legitimate for citizens to demand 

information on the general targeting procedures. In preparation of this project and to obtain 

an overview of the scale of opacity in PMT, we reviewed the available information on public 

cash transfer programs and targeting mechanisms in East Africa, the region of our case studies. 

In total we identified 10 public cash transfer programs with PMTs (see Annex A). Only half of 

the programs provide information on the targeting methodology, and we found just one 

instance of full PMT weights published. In this paper, we illustrate how, usually unobservable 

biases cause welfare losses that are unequally distributed and harm members of some groups 

more than others. These results call for a closer scrutiny and more transparency in targeting 

procedures (“fairness through awareness” (Dwork et al. 2012)), but it also raises the question 

whether in certain contexts targeting should be regarded as a prediction problem in the first 

place, or whether other targeting approaches that do not rely on predictions perform better 

in terms of social welfare if data biases and legitimacy considerations are taken into 

consideration. This paper does not provide a definite answer to this question as it depends 

on contextual factors and societal preferences, but the results call for a wider discussion of 

the application and implications of using PMT systems.  

Second and relatedly, the paper touches on the growing fair machine learning literature that 

has gained momentum in recent years and received inputs from different disciplines. Several 

papers have found important biases in data used in the public sphere (e.g. policing, law, health) 

that resulted in and may have even self-enforced discriminatory practices (Obermeyer et al. 

2019; Lum and Isaac 2016; Barocas and Selbst 2016). In this paper we regard deviations in the 

data from the unobserved reality, the ground truth, as bias. Underreporting of assets by 

households to appear less wealthy would be an example. We consider discrimination as the 

problematic cases of bias that systematically harm members of some groups more than others. 

While household size, the illustrative example used here, is not a protected class in the same 
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manner as race or gender, viewed in the abstract, the problem remains pertinent. A child 

born into a household has no control over its size (think of orphans). Several papers review 

sources of discrimination and discuss indicators for algorithmic unfairness (Mehrabi et al. 

2021; Gajane and Pechenizkiy 2017; Corbett-Davies and Goel 2018; Rambachan et al. 2020; 

Ferrer et al. 2021). If biases are hardcoded in the data, statistical indicators derived from this 

data fail to detect true imbalances. In this paper, we show that welfare losses due to targeting 

errors are substantially underestimated because of biases in the data. For us these results 

indicate that opacity in procedures and a purely data driven examination bears important risks 

possibly obfuscating discriminatory practices. This paper seeks to contribute to the discussion 

of fairness considerations in social protection systems. 

Third, the paper links the use of social welfare weights with targeting issues in cash transfer 

programs in low and middle-income countries. When assessing social public policies, a 

welfarist approach is usually implemented where the social planner (government) aims to 

maximise a social welfare function (Saez and Stantcheva 2016; Sen 1977). The social planner 

uses welfare weights reflecting the fact that the welfare increases of the worse off are more 

important in terms of social welfare than those of the better off. Nonetheless, cash transfer 

programs are still routinely evaluated by looking at the change in the outcomes of interest, 

such as poverty or mean consumption; this means in practice using a utilitarian approach, as 

it does not explicitly attach higher importance to improvements in the outcomes and 

productive capacity among low-income groups (Barrientos et al. 2022). In addition, current 

studies do not analyse issues of biases and discrimination, despite the aim of these policies 

that is usually to reach the ultra-poor and marginalized (Coady, D’Angelo, and Evans 2020; 

Creedy 2006).  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: we first outline the social welfare weight 

framework. Thereafter, we introduce the data for the two case studies, Malawi and Tanzania, 
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that we were previously also used by McBride and Nichols (2018) and Gazeaud (2020). This 

is followed by a description of prediction models and prediction results. Thereafter, we apply 

the social welfare weight framework to assess welfare losses due to targeting errors and 

explore two case studies to discuss how measurement error induced biases can cause welfare 

losses and unequal distribution of these losses. In the last section, we discuss our findings. 

Targeting Errors and Social Welfare 

The demand for anti-poverty programs may be indefinite and exceed the available government 

resources, which implies a need for targeting. From a purely theoretical perspective and given 

a limited budget, targeting the poor is the most efficient option to reduce poverty. Yet, the 

trade-offs between targeting costs and efficiency are well-known in the literature. The policy 

maker needs to choose a method to identify beneficiaries while having imperfect information 

on household living standards, which limits her ability to correctly rank individuals from 

poorest to richest.  

Both vertical and horizontal inefficiencies can reduce the impact of public spending (Atkinson, 

2005). Vertical efficiency is concerned with the targeting accuracy (only the target group is 

treated) and horizontal efficiency reflects the program comprehensiveness (all of the target 

group is treated). In the context of anti-poverty programs, notions of efficiency depend on 

the way poverty is measured, or how the policy objectives are set. Assuming that the primary 

objective of a transfer is to alleviate poverty, i.e. bring everybody up to a specified poverty 

line, then program efficiency is the extent to which the poverty gap is reduced given the 

available budget. If more weight is attached to those farthest from the poverty line, then 

targeting the poorest first is more efficient. This is reflected in the parameter 𝛼 of the standard 

Foster, Greer, and Thorbecke (1984) class of poverty measures 𝑃𝛼 = (1/𝑛)∑ [𝑧 − 𝑦𝑖)/𝑧]
𝛼𝑞

𝑖 , 

where values of 𝛼 > 1 assign more weight to larger poverty gaps. If 𝛼 approaches infinity, 
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only the poverty gap of the poorest person matters. For values of 0 ≥ 𝛼 > 1, the most 

efficient programme reduces the poverty headcount rate and assigns transfers to those close 

to the poverty line. The sharpness of the poverty reduction objective also affects the 

assessment of targeting efficiency. With a sharp objective, the marginal value of a transfer 

assigned to a non-poor is equal to zero. Yet, wider objectives might be concerned with the 

near-poor as well and still assign some efficiency to the transfer. Within a certain range of the 

poverty line, the marginal value would still be positive, but lower than one. 

A PMT is a common way of ranking and identifying households in need. It predicts household 

wealth based on a set of easily verifiable household characteristics. As the scores are only a 

proximate measure of actual living standards, these predictions result in targeting errors, 

hence reducing both vertical and horizontal efficiency of the allocated budget.  

Social Welfare Weights 

Social welfare functions provide a framework for the evaluation of the benefits and costs of 

social programs and policies (Adler 2019). Within this framework, welfare weights link the 

preferences for redistribution of a society to social welfare through an inequality aversion 

parameter; in this sense, the inequality aversion parameter shows how strongly the population 

(represented by a social planner) prefers a more equal society compared to a (on average) 

richer one. One commonly used social welfare function is the Atkinson (1970) constant 

elasticity social welfare function of the following form: 

𝑆𝑊𝐹 = {

∑ 𝑌1−𝑝𝑛
𝑖=1

1−𝑝

∑ log(𝑌)𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑖𝑓𝑝 = 1

           (1)  
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where Y is household 𝑖’s per-capita welfare, and 𝜌 is the inequality aversion parameter, where 

higher values of 𝜌 put higher weights on the welfare of the very poor.1 

This welfare function is individualistic and additive. It also satisfies the ‘transfers principle’, 

meaning that a welfare transfer from a richer to a poorer person, which does not affect their 

relative positions, represents an improvement in social welfare (Sen 1976).  

Welfare weights can be derived from equation (1). In fact, if we take the derivative of equation 

(1) for two individuals, individuals a and b, we have that a change in social welfare (w) arising 

from a transfer to individual b compared to the change in social welfare derived from the 

same transfer to individual a is: 

−
𝑑𝑦𝑎

𝑑𝑦𝑏
|𝑊 = (

𝑦𝑏

𝑦𝑎
)
𝑝
= β𝑏          (2) 

The weight βb represents therefore the increase of social welfare arising from a transfer to 

individual b, relative to the situation of giving the same transfer to another individual (in this 

case individual a). The use of a reference individual means that we are calculating normalized 

welfare weights. In our setting, the reference point is the poverty line so that a household 

above this line is weighted with a lower weight than a household below the line.2 In addition, 

it also follows that a change in social welfare is given not only by the welfare weight but also 

by the size of the transfer. In fact, social welfare can increase by the same amount in the 

 
1 Atkinson measured inequality in terms of the proportional difference between two income values. These 
are the arithmetic mean income, and the income level, called the ‘equally distributed equivalent’ income, 
which, if obtained by everyone, produces the same value of ‘social welfare’ as the actual distribution. 
The utilitarian welfare function is parameterized with one parameter that controls for intratemporal inequality 
aversion but also risk aversion (Cooke et al. 2009). A welfare function of this kind forces one to use the same 
value for both concepts. The inequality aversion parameter is similar to a risk-aversion parameter in an 
expected-utility framework capturing the trade-off between higher expected payoffs and the uncertainty of 
those payoffs.  
2 The literature usually uses the median consumption or mean consumption as reference; (Kind, Wouter Botzen, 

and Aerts 2017; Van der Pol, Bos, and Romijn 2017), but in this setting the poverty lines is a more suitable 
benchmark. As we are looking at relative social welfare changes compared to a perfect targeting benchmark, 
the choice of the benchmark has no implications for the results in this paper. 
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following two cases: 1) if a small transfer is given to a household with high welfare weight; 2) 

if a big transfer is given to a household with a small welfare weight.3  

An important factor is to correctly estimate the inequality aversion parameter. This parameter 

originates from the equality-efficiency trade-off that was initiated by Okun (1976). A 

parameter equal to zero means that there is no inequality aversion, and societies prefer to be 

richer. There are many ways in which to estimate the inequality aversion parameter (Del 

Campo, Anthoff, and Kornek 2021). Most studies try to reveal the inequality aversion 

parameter through hypothetical (using experiments) or actual data (using tax data). In this 

paper we use a range of parameters that have been estimated for lower income countries 

(Barrientos et al., 2022). Once the social welfare weight is calculated, we can measure the 

impact of a transfer on social welfare and compute welfare losses due to targeting errors.  

Targeting Errors, Bias, and Welfare Loss  

PMT targeting is based on predictions and by default targeting assessments implicitly assume 

unbiased data (an exception is Gazeaud (2020)). However, there is growing evidence of and 

discussions around biases in algorithmic decision making in the public policy domain that can 

result in discrimination (Obermeyer et al. 2019; Rambachan et al. 2020). In this paper, we 

assess the extent to which -usually unobservable- biases cause welfare losses. Thereby we 

regard biases as deviations of the observed data from the unobservable truth that is 

systematically related to group affiliations. This leads to an unequal distribution of welfare 

losses between group, which increase social welfare losses the greater societal preferences 

for redistribution.   

 
3 Alternatively, this can be represented by putting the benefits (b is the benefits per capita for household i) 

directly in the welfare function (Hanna and Olken, 2018): 𝑆𝑊𝐹 = 
∑ (𝑦+𝑏)1−𝑝𝑛
𝑖=1

1−𝑝
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To formalize this, we apply the framework described in Rambachan et al. (2020) to predicting 

consumption poverty �̃� in time period t=1 with parameters trained with data collected in 

time period t=0: 

�̃�𝑡=1 = 𝑌𝑡=0
∗ + ∆𝑦 + ∆𝜗 + 𝜀         (3) 

where consumption poverty is approximated with survey data on reported consumption per 

capita 𝑌∗  in time period t=0, which differs by ∆𝑦 from ground truth consumption poverty �̃� 

in t=0 and by ∆𝜗 which denotes the change in consumption poverty �̃� between t=0 and t=1, 

and the estimation error 𝜀. In our framework, differences in predicted consumption poverty 

�̂�[𝑌𝑡=0
∗ ]between two groups 𝐺 ∈ [1,2] may originate from four sources: 

• Base rate difference; refers to a different prevalence of consumption poverty 

between groups, and are thus reflecting true discrepancies in the outcome of interest: 

 𝐸[𝑌𝑡=0
∗ |𝐺 = 1] − 𝐸[𝑌𝑡=0

∗ |𝐺 = 2] 

• Label bias; systematic error in proxy for consumption poverty: 

 𝐸[∆𝑦|𝐺 = 1] − 𝐸[∆𝑦|𝐺 = 2] 

• Stability; systematic difference in prediction errors related to the timing of prediction: 

𝐸[∆𝜗|𝐺 = 1] − 𝐸[∆𝜗|𝐺 = 2] 

• Estimation error; bias introduced by algorithms putting more weight on predictors 

favoring one group over the other:  

�̂�[𝜀|𝐺 = 1] − �̂�[𝜀|𝐺 = 2] 

If the distributions of ∆𝑦 and ∆𝜗 respectively are identical between both groups, 

measurement errors are captured by the estimation error. If this is not the case, 

measurement errors distort predictions to the disadvantage of one group, 𝐸[�̃� − 𝑌∗ |𝐺 =

1] ≠ 𝐸[�̃� − 𝑌∗ |𝐺 = 2]. As a result, the welfare ranking using �̃� can differ from 𝑌∗ , where 

the disadvantaged group receives on average a higher ranking than it should according to 𝑌∗ .  
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Let’s assume the before mentioned individuals a and b are part of group 1 and 2 and 𝑌𝑎
∗ = 𝑌𝑏

∗, 

but predicted welfare levels are different (𝐸[�̃�𝑡=0|𝐺𝑎 = 1] < 𝐸[�̃�𝑡=0|𝐺𝑏 = 2]) because of 

measurement errors. As measurement errors are unobserved, the predicted social welfare 

change of a transfer to b instead of a would be (
𝑌∗+∆𝑦𝑏+∆𝜗𝑏

𝑌∗+∆𝑦𝑎+∆𝜗𝑏𝑎
)
𝑝

 ifρ ≠ 1 even though ground 

truth social welfare changes are the same. Taking the derivatives with respect to 𝑌∗ , 

∆𝑦𝑏, and∆𝜗𝑏 suggests that social welfare losses increase with the size of the relative 

difference in measurement errors between both groups. This is amplified the lower 𝑌∗  and 

the higher the aversion for inequality ρ is. From this, we derive three propositions regrading 

PMT assessments that we want to highlight in this paper: 

1. For a given inequality aversion parameter, the social welfare loss depends on the transfer 

size and exclusion errors. 

2. A reduction in estimation errors of �̃�𝑡=0 is not sufficient to improve 𝑤. In fact, following 

equation (3), if ∆𝑦 = 0 there could be still large ∆𝜗 and such systematic measurement 

error can cause unobserved social welfare losses. 

3. Welfare loss inequality increases the stronger the bias and the poorer the disadvantaged 

group. 

 

Data 

We examine PMTs that we build with experimental data from Tanzania and Malawi. The data 

have been used in previous work on PMTs (Gazeaud 2020; McBride and Nichols 2018), which 

has the advantage that we can benchmark our results against their findings and that we can 

rely on a predefined set of PMT variables. In addition, both hypothetical case studies provide 

interesting facets that allow us to examine label bias and the instability of PMT weights.  
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Malawi 

The 2004/5 Second Integrated Household Survey consists of 11,280 households. The survey 

was conducted over the course of 12 months, where enumerators in randomly selected areas 

interviewed one enumeration area per month.4 We make use of the staggered data collection 

to examine how the timing of the data collection influences screening outcomes. Data 

collection was carried out during both the lean (October-March) and harvest season (April-

September). The share of interviews conducted during both periods is balanced, and we 

observe no significant differences in time-invariant household characteristics between 

households surveyed in both periods. We refer to Annex A for summary statistics of all PMT 

variables, the same as applied in McBride and Nichols (2018). 

In Table 1 we summarize poverty headcount by smaller and larger households and data 

collection season. As a first result, 65% reported consumption per capita below the 

consumption poverty line, and poverty increases from 61% in the harvest period to 69% in 

the lean period. Secondly, we define smaller households with the median household size, 

which reaches 4 members in the data (mean is 4.5). The prevalence of poverty is higher among 

larger households (80%) compared to smaller households (52%). For smaller households, 

poverty increases by about 11 percentage points (pp) between harvest and the lean season 

while for larger households this change is only 7pp which implies that the relative change 

between seasons is more important for smaller households.  

Tanzania 

Data were drawn from the Survey of Household Welfare and Labour in Tanzania 

(SHWALITA) project. The project experimentally tested and compared the consistency of 

 
4 https://microdata.worldbank.org/index.php/catalog/2307/related-materials 

https://microdata.worldbank.org/index.php/catalog/2307/related-materials
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consumption reports using different household survey modules. The project delivered a 

survey to all 4,029 households with a consumption experiment that took the form of eight 

different consumption questionnaire treatments that were randomly assigned to 

approximately 500 households each. The eight treatments varied the approach (recall or 

diary) and the duration of recall (between 7 days and 12 months). These modules included: 

(i) long list of items and 14 day recall (ii) long list of items and 7 day recall (iii) subset list 7 day 

recall (iv) collapsed list 7 day recall (v) long list of items monthly recall (vi) 14 day household 

diary frequent visits (vii) 14 day household diary infrequent visits (viii) 14 day personal diary 

frequent visits. For ease of presentation, we group treatments into diary and recall modules 

but also ran all results separately by treatment. The experiment was delivered to seven 

districts across Tanzania from September 2007 to August 2008. The multi-stage sampling 

strategy saw villages selected using a probability-proportional-to-size, with sub-villages 

selected at random. Within sub-villages, three households per sub-village were randomly 

assigned to one of the eight modules. The results of the experiment permit comment on the 

severity of the problem posed by non-random error in measurement of consumption 

introduced by – inter alia – recall error, telescoping, rule of thumb measures, and personal 

leave-out error (Beegle et al. 2012; Caeyers, Chalmers, and De Weerdt 2012). 

In the analysis, we use the same PMT input variables as Gazeaud (2020) and refer to Annex B 

for a list with summary statistics. In Table 1 we summarize poverty headcount by smaller and 

larger households and whether recall or diary modules were used to collect consumption 

data. Overall, 41% of households reported per capita consumption below the $1.25/day 

poverty line. But when considering diary consumption, the figure is 37% in the diary data 

compared to 44% in the recall data; this follows the fact that consumption from diaries is 

higher as recall values tend to underestimate true consumption. This discrepancy is larger 
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among larger households (more than 5 household member; 8pp) compared with smaller 

households (5 or less household member; 3pp). 

Among smaller households, only 28% fall below the poverty line which increases to 59% 

among larger households. This changes markedly depending which consumption module is 

used: recall-based modules lead to higher levels of reported poverty with a gap of 7pp 

compared with diary-based modules. Interestingly this is mainly driven by larger households 

where the gap between recall and diary modules increases to 12pp. This is a substantial 

difference presumably driven by the fact that the responding household members are less 

aware of all consumption activities in larger households leading to underreporting.   

 

Table 1 Poverty headcount in Malawi and Tanzania data 

Poverty Malawi Tanzania 

All 65% (0.45) 41% (0.78) 

Smaller HH 52% (0.55) 28% (0.94) 

Larger HH 80% (0.64) 59% (1.18) 

 lean harvest recall diary 

All 69% (0.62) 61% (0.65) 37% (1.24) 44% (0.99) 

Smaller HH 57% (0.88) 46% (0.92) 26% (1.5) 29% (1.2) 

Larger HH 84% (0.74) 77% (0.8) 64% (1.47) 52% (1.94) 

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. Lean and harvest refer to period of the year data was collected. Recall 

and diary refer to the consumption data collection module. (n=11280 in Malawi; n=4032 in Tanzania) 

 

Prediction model and targeting errors 

In line with current PMT practices, we first build models to predict household consumption 

and then classify poor households based on predicted consumption. We use this approach to 
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mimic current PMT procedures, even though training models directly to classify poor 

households would be a more straight-forward approach to predict the outcome of interest 

(poverty). We tested a wide range of specifications of different model classes but focus the 

discussion on a simple linear model as benchmark and a gradient boosting model that 

performed best in this application. In the linear regression model, we use all standardized PMT 

variables as inputs. Thereafter, we use the more flexible and efficient xgboost library to train 

a gradient boosting model. A description of the parameter tuning process is provided in Annex 

C. 

In practice PMT scores are often still estimated and validated with the same data, which bears 

the risk of overfitting the model to the data at hand resulting in poor out-of-sample 

predictions. To reduce the risk of overfitting, we randomly draw training data (N∗0.8) to train 

the models and a test data (N∗0.2) that we hold back to compare model predictions. We 

select our preferred model specifications by comparing how much of the variation in 

consumption (using R2 as performance metric) is explained by the model using 10-fold cross-

validation. Based on the predictions of the best performing model, we classify households in 

the test data as poor if their predicted consumption is below the poverty line.  

Figure 1 displays the prediction results for the test data. For ease of presentation, we show 

the prediction results graphically using multidimensional scaling to present the similarity of 

households in PMT variables in a two-dimensional space. That means, households with similar 

values in the PMT variables are close to each other in the scatter plot where identical 

households in PMT variables would be overlapping. The colour of the markers shows whether 

a household is classified poor (orange) or non-poor (blue). In the first row of Figure 1 we 

show actually poor households and rows 2 and 3 show predicted poor households according 
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to the linear and xgboost models. The first column refers to results for Malawi and the second 

column to Tanzania. 

The results suggest that poverty is quite dispersed with respect to PMT variables and there 

are many households that differ in their poverty status, but that are very similar in PMT 

variable values (see first row). This illustrates the difficulty to distinguish poor from non-poor 

households with the available PMT variables as input. As expected, the xgboost model 

performs better than the linear model in explaining variation in consumption reaching an R2 

of 0.62 in the test data compared to 0.58 of the linear model in Malawi. With regards to the 

classification of poor households, about 81% and 80% of households in Malawi are correctly 

classified by the xgboost and linear model. In Tanzania, the R2 is lower and reaches 0.56 and 

0.54 with xgboost and linear models resulting in 75% correct classifications in both cases.  

Despite a seemingly high prediction accuracy, about 7% of poor households are not classified 

as such (exclusion error) and 13% of non-poor households are classified as poor (inclusion 

error) for the Malawi data and 15% inclusion and 11% exclusion error for Tanzania, which is 

similar for both model classes (an overview of classification results for the xgboost model is 

provided in Tables 3 and 4). Even though the aggregate performance measures for the xgboost 

and linear model are quite similar, the classification of 2.2% and 3.6% of households in Tanzania 

and Malawi, respectively, changes depending on whether the xgboost or linear model is used. 

To summarize, the xgboost model performs slightly better than the linear model in predicting 

consumption. The relatively small performance difference in classifying poor households could 

be related to the list of pre-selected input variables that perform well with linear models and 

because the model was not specifically trained to classify poor households but to predict 

consumption. In both cases, predictions are more clustered than the distribution of ground-

truth poverty and imply that targeting errors are more likely to occur for certain PMT variable 
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combinations. In the following we compute welfare losses and examine to what extent they 

are driven by data biases.  

 

Figure 1 Actual (1st row) and predicted (2nd and 3rd row) poor households 

Malawi Tanzania 

  

Notes: x and y axis show two-dimensional test data of PMT variables: first PMT variables were standardized 

and thereafter re-scaled using multidimensional scaling. Actual refers to true (consumption) poverty status and 

linear and grbt refer to predicted poverty status with linear and xgboost model. 

Social Welfare Loss 

For the social welfare loss assessments, we use the test data to simulate an anti-poverty policy 

for which we allocate a fixed budget  to households that are predicted poor according to the 
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PMTs.5 Following common practice, the transfer size is the same for all beneficiaries and 

transfer amounts distributed by each PMT (linear, xgboost or perfect targeting) are adjusted 

to the fixed budget. That means, if a model overpredicts poverty, the transfer size per 

beneficiary will be smaller compared to a well calibrated model. This is important as usually 

targeting assessments do not consider the budget implications of overpredictions or the cost 

at which a certain prediction accuracy is achieved.  

Welfare losses due to targeting errors 

Figure 2 shows the marginal welfare loss of a transfer allocated through either the linear or 

xgboost model compared to a perfect targeting benchmark. In the simulations the fixed 

transfer budget is distributed through our algorithms to (predicted) poor households and 

compared to the benchmark scenario in which transfers are allocated to all (actually) poor 

households without targeting errors. In the perfect targeting benchmark case, each poor 

households receives a 1-unit transfer.6 

We compute the welfare loss assuming different levels of inequality aversion. If societies hold 

no preference for redistribution (𝜌 =0), there is no welfare loss of targeting errors according 

to our framework. In fact, whether a rich or a poor person receives a transfer does not impact 

social welfare in the absence of inequality aversion. With increasing inequality aversion, the 

welfare loss rises because societies weight the exclusion of poorer households more strongly 

than inclusion errors. As a consequence, the same prediction accuracy can result in different 

welfare losses depending on where in the welfare distribution errors occurred.  

 
5 The fixed budget is defined as a unit transfer to all actually poor households in the analysis. 
6 The poverty lines used here are 1910 Kwacha in Malawi and 208147 Schilling in Tanzania.  
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Not surprisingly, the results suggest that welfare losses are larger in Tanzania than in Malawi 

because of prediction accuracy differences. Yet surprisingly, in Malawi the welfare loss with 

the xgboost model is larger than with the linear model despite a slightly higher classification 

accuracy of the former model. That is, the xgboost model is better in predicting consumption 

and more accurate in classifying poor households but welfare losses are higher than with the 

linear model. This means that the linear model leads to lower welfare losses and outperforms 

the xgboost model in this setting if positive welfare weights are used. Thereby welfare losses 

are a function of the of the distortionary biases in the allocation of benefits and the transfer 

size that is defined by the fixed budget and the number of predicted beneficiaries. The role of 

transfer size is usually not regarded in targeting performance assessments, but it has strong 

effects on the levels of redistribution and therefore welfare losses. If no budget constrains 

was imposed i.e. if always the same 1-unit transfer would be allocated in all scenarios, the 

xgboost model would actually perform better that the linear model in social welfare terms. 

By imposing the budget constraint we consider the cost of obtaining a certain level of targeting 

accuracy. 

 A classification model that is trained to reduce exclusion errors (for example using area 

under the precision-recall curve as performance metric) leads to lower welfare losses 

particularly at higher levels of inequality aversion and in principle the social welfare function 

could also be directly coded into the algorithm and training process, but this would imply that 

it needs to be optimized for a specific level of inequality aversion that is pertinent to the ex 

ante societal rating of the ex post model outcome. 

These findings suggest that the evaluation of prediction in welfare terms matters and, as in 

the case of Malawi, changes the selection of the preferred model. Next, we turn our attention 

to the distribution of welfare losses and particularly examine how label bias and unstable 

predictors lead to systematic underestimation of welfare losses.  
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Figure 2 Marginal welfare loss of unit transfer with linear and xgboost model 

Tanzania  Malawi 

   

Notes: Welfare loss computed as percentage change in welfare in comparison to perfect targeting assuming 

different levels of inequality aversion. 

Welfare loss due to measurement errors 

As outlined in the conceptual framework, we regard measurement error and temporal 

instability of PMT weights as drivers of welfare losses. In this section we assess the extent to 

which actual welfare losses can be explained by these factors. With the experimental data 

from Tanzania, we consider welfare losses due to label bias that we examine with 

consumption data collected with recall versus diary consumption measurement methods. 

Therefore, we train two separate PMT models each using only recall or only diary 

consumption data. Thereafter, we validate both models using the same test data i.e. we classify 

the same households using PMTs built with diary or recall data. Differences in classification 

between PMTs can thus be attributed to differences in PMT weights. Similarly, with the 

staggered data collection in Malawi, we consider welfare losses due to PMT instability by 

applying two algorithms either trained with lean or harvest season data to the same test data. 

In addition, and to explain the underlying mechanisms, we show that our PMTs disadvantage 

smaller households (see Annex C for an overview of feature importance and coefficients in 

the models).  
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Table 2 shows the different training data used to build the PMT pairs and the test data to 

validate these models. What is important to highlight is that we always use the same 

households to validate and compare the PMT pairs. For consumption measurement we rely 

on diary test data as benchmark and for the seasonal stability we use harvest season data as 

benchmark. We subsequently focus on the xgboost model only, but results hold qualitatively 

when using the linear model.  

Table 2 PMT and test data used for assessment comparisons 

 PMT dependent variable Test data 

PMT 1 PMT 2 

Tanzania Recall  

Diary 

  Diary 

Malawi Lean  

Harvest 

  Harvest 

Note: lean and harvest refer to period of the year data was collected. Recall and diary 

refer to consumption data collection module. Test data refer to 20% of randomly selected 

data used for validation. Diary and Harvest only use the subset of the test data in in which 

consumption diaries were used or data were collected during the harvest period.  

Label Bias  

Household consumption reports are often treated as unbiased proxy for true consumption. 

However, recall bias is known to distort consumption reports and has been found to be more 

pronounced in larger households where single respondents may less accurately report 

consumption of other household members (Beegle et al. 2012; Gibson and Kim 2007). To 

assess the extent to which this can distort poverty screening decisions, we explore the 

experimental data collected in Tanzania similar to Gazeaud (2020). In the main analysis we 

distinguish between data collected using consumption diaries and recall methods. We 

consider consumption diaries as a more accurate measurement approach where individual 
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consumption diaries with a high supervision frequency have been regarded the gold standard 

approach (Beegle et al. 2012; Caeyers, Chalmers, and De Weerdt 2012; Gazeaud 2020). We 

build two PMT models each trained exclusively with recall and diary consumption data and 

thereafter rely on diary consumption test data to validate and compare both PMTs. The 

difference in welfare losses between both PMTs is an indicator of the welfare loss caused by 

consumption measurement error.   

Table 3 shows the confusion matrix for the full model and the results using separate PMTs 

for recall and diary data. Households are more likely to be predicted poor if the PMT is 

estimated with recall than diary data. The predicted poverty rate in the (same) test data is 

53% versus 39% using the recall and diary PMT respectively, which presumably is related to 

underreporting in recall modules (Beegle et al. 2012; Caeyers, Chalmers, and De Weerdt 

2012; Gazeaud 2020). As a result, many non-poor households were classified as poor by the 

recall PMT or in other words, there are many inclusion errors. Exclusion errors are also 

lower with the recall PMT compared to the diary PMT. Overall, the accuracy of the diary and 

recall PMTs are quite similar with 72% and 70% respectively, however, these indicators do 

not consider the distributive consequences and resulting welfare losses. 

Table 3 Confusion Matrix Tanzania 

  Predicted poor Predicted non-poor 

All (diary+recall) 

(n=805) 

Poor 261 89 

Non-poor 120 335 

Diary PMT Model 

(n=300) 

Poor 75 43 

Non-poor 42 140 

Recall PMT Model 

(n=300) 

Poor 93 25 

Non-poor 66 116 

Note: All predictions based on xgboost model. All refers to model trained and validated with mix of 

recall and diary consumption data. Diary and Recall Model refer to models trained exclusively with diary 
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and recall data, both evaluated with diary test data. Smaller and Larger refer to subset of the latter 

distinguished by the median household size. n refers to sample size of test data. 

 

The left side of Figure 3 displays simulated welfare losses for both PMT estimates. It shows 

that welfare losses are considerably higher for the model trained with recall data. The 

difference reaches 5pp which accounts for almost 30% of the welfare loss. That means, with 

a PMT trained with recall data, we underestimate true welfare losses by about one third. If 

we only use data of the diary treatment with a higher supervision frequency, the gold-standard 

in the literature, the gap further increases accounting for almost half of the welfare loss.7 

Why is the welfare loss so heavily underestimated? The accuracy of both models is similar, 

but the recall PMT overpredicts poverty meaning that the transfer size is smaller leading to 

lower levels of redistribution. As a result, the selected beneficiaries under the diary PMT 

receive larger transfers and as they tend to be more likely to be allocated to the poorest, 

welfare losses with the diary PMT are lower with increasing preference for redistribution. 

In the right panel of Figure 3, we break the results further down into smaller and larger 

households (defined by the median household size). As already seen, welfare losses are larger 

for the PMT trained with recall data. Yet while this difference reaches about 8pp for smaller 

households, with less than 3pp the effect is smaller for larger households. That means that 

consumption measurement error leads to significant underestimation of about 40% of welfare 

losses among smaller households. This share of underestimations is more than double 

compared with larger households, which implies that the welfare losses induced by 

 
7 Note that there are only 105 observations in the test data that were collected with the gold-standard 
approach. For simplicity, we group all diary and recall treatments and do not consider differences between 
those treatments in the main analysis. For more details about the effects of the treatments we refer to the 
original articles (Beegle et al. 2012; Caeyers, Chalmers, and De Weerdt 2012). 
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consumption measurement error are predominantly driven by distortive effects to the 

disadvantage of smaller households.  

Why are smaller households more sensitive to consumption measurement error? Following 

the original results of the data experiment, recall bias is more pronounced in larger 

households leading to an underestimation of true consumption. This bias is transmitted to the 

PMT, meaning that predictors associated with household size are underestimated which leads 

to social welfare losses as smaller households with the same (ground truth) consumption level 

are less likely to be selected by the PMT.  

On a higher level, this relates to the problem of using household level information (household 

consumption) as proxy for individual welfare (poverty). Implicitly it is assumed that all 

household members are either poor or not, regardless of the actual distribution of resources 

within households and possible economies of scale resulting from sharing goods. This debate 

is long-standing, and in practice using consumption per capita has established as the standard 

metric for poverty assessments which allows for comparability of results. However, 

alternatives that account for economies of scales in larger households exist and can potentially 

have important distributional implications (Jolliffe and Tetteh-Baah 2022). To illustrate this 

point, we examine the sensitivity of our result to using constant-elasticity scale adjustment of 

household consumption as exemplified in Jolliffe and Tetteh-Baah (2022). That is, we divide 

total consumption by the square root of household size instead of only using household size 

(i.e. per capita). To simulate the resulting welfare losses, we adjust the poverty line, meaning 

that the poverty rate and the budget of hypothetical policy remains the same, but the weights 

to allocate the benefits change. The results suggest that using this alternative approach even 

further increases welfare losses due to the recall bias among smaller households accounting 

for 80% of the welfare loss. For more details, we refer to Annex C. 
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It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss whether per capita consumption is a better or 

worse approximation of welfare. This is essentially an empirical question as the magnitudes of 

economies of scale are highly context-dependent. However, our analysis illustrates that the a 

priori not evident choice has important implications for allocation distortions and resulting 

welfare losses that usually remain unobserved in targeting assessments and the comparisons 

of targeting approaches. 

Figure 3 Welfare loss depending on consumption measurement module and by household size 

   

Notes: Welfare loss computed as percentage change in welfare in comparison to perfect targeting assuming 

different levels of inequality aversion. Evaluation based on the same test data, but models were trained 

with data only inluding recall or diary data. 

Data collection season 

Stable predictors ensure that screening outcomes (and resulting errors) are robust to the 

exact timing of the screening. Often PMT weights are applied to data collected in a different 

period of the year than the training data (or different years see Brown, Ravallion, and Van de 

Walle (2018)). We also know that in many settings in which PMTs are applied, household 

consumption varies substantially over the course of a year (Hopper 2020). Using relatively 

stable household characteristics to predict a volatile target variable leads to variance in errors. 

To understand the welfare implications of that, we explore the staggered data collection of 

the Malawi data by using a similar strategy as in the previous section. We build two separate 
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PMTs with lean and harvest period data and validate both PMTs using the same harvest season 

test data. We use harvest season test data to have a “pure” validation set but despite the case 

of consumption modules in the previous section, there is no clear reason as to why lean 

season data would be superior to harvest season test data. Regardless of which test data is 

used, the narrative remains the same. 

Table 4 provides an overview of the prediction accuracy, inclusion, and exclusion errors of 

the different PMTs. The model trained with lean season data overpredicts true poverty by 

16pp. As a result, the simulated transfer size per predicted poor household is 4% larger with 

the harvest PMT than with the lean season PMT. The level of accuracy is slightly higher with 

the harvest season PMT (80%) compared with the harvest season PMT (77%) mainly because 

inclusion errors are lower with the harvest season PMT.  

Table 4 Malawi Confusion Matrix 

  Predicted poor Predicted non-poor 

All 

(n=2255) 

Poor 1279 157 

Non-poor 289 530 

Harvest Model 

(n=1125) 

Poor 586 90 

Non-poor 133 316 

Lean Model 

(n=1125) 

Poor 633 43 

Non-poor 222 227 

Note: All predictions based on xgboost model. All refers to model trained and validated with mix of 

lean and harvest season consumption data. Harvest and Lean Model refer to models trained exclusively 

with harvest and lean season data, both evaluated with harvest test data.  

 

To understand the resulting welfare implications, the left side of Figure 4 displays simulated 

welfare losses for both PMTs. In contrast to the accuracy of classifications, it shows that 

welfare losses are significantly higher for the lean season PMT and would suggest that the 

harvest PMT is preferable in this setting. That means, assuming a preference for redistribution 
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of 0.7, the lean season PMT underestimates the welfare loss if applied in the harvest period 

by almost 5pp which accounts for about half of the welfare loss. 

The main driver of this results is the transfer size. Predicted poverty is 12pp higher with the 

leans season PMT than with the harvest season PMT. That means that transfers size is 

substantially lower (15% less). Even though there are less exclusion errors, the harvest season 

PMT allocates larger amounts to extremely poor households (more than under perfect 

targeting) which leads to more redistribution than with the lean season PMT. The stronger 

these transfers are weighted, the larger the welfare loss difference between both PMTs.  

The seasonal dynamics of poverty are more pronounced among smaller households. 

Therefore, the right column of Figure 4 shows that the largest relative welfare loss is carried 

by smaller households when using the lean season PMT. With the harvest PMT there is no 

substantial difference in welfare losses between smaller and larger households. If the lean 

season PMT is applied in the harvest period, it would underestimate ‘true’ welfare losses by 

up to 5pp at a preference of redistribution of 0.7. Thereby smaller households bear more 

than 2/3 of that burden (the lean-harvest PMT gap is more than twice as large for smaller 

households).  

Why is the change in welfare losses among smaller households almost double of larger 

households? The difference in both PMTs is more pronounced for smaller households and in 

about 16% the two PMTs lead to different classifications compared to only 5% among larger 

households. That means that the PMT weights for smaller households are less stable and 

prediction errors arise more strongly if the PMT is applied to data that was collected in a 

different season than the training data.   

Why are smaller households more sensitive to the timing of the data collection? Household 

size is a weighty predictor and adding or subtracting one household member changes 
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classifications of smaller households substantially. However, the weight of household size as a 

predictor as well as household size itself are not stable. Problems measuring household size 

are well documented (Beaman and Dillon 2012), and in many contexts household size can 

fluctuate markedly even in the short run. For example, monthly World Bank High Frequency 

Phone data in Malawi conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic suggest that household size 

is quite volatile. Feeding the month-on-month variation in household size from the nine waves 

of the monthly survey into a simulation with our prediction model suggests that classifications 

of smaller households are twice as sensitive to such short-term month-on-month variation 

than larger households i.e. the standard deviation of changes in classification after resampling 

is twice as high for smaller households (see Annex E for more information). 

Our findings illustrate the difficulty of predicting the temporal dynamics of poverty if the input 

data do not cover these dynamics. This can lead to substantial underestimation of welfare 

losses, that are unevenly distributed. Household size is highly correlated with poverty, which 

is why aspects related to the number of people in a household has an important weight in 

predictions. However, these weights should not be static as also household size can vary over 

the course of a year (labour migration, seasonal work etc) and the measurement of household 

size is error prone, which particularly matters for smaller households. 
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Figure 4 Welfare loss distribution by household size 

  

Notes: Welfare loss computed as percentage change in welfare in comparison to perfect targeting 

assuming different levels of inequality aversion. Evaluation based on the same test data, but models 

were trained with data only inluding  harvest or lean season data. 
 

Discussion 

The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the introduction of social protection programs 

(Gentilini et al. 2022), continuing a trend of social protection roll-out witnessed over the past 

decade as a result of the extensive evidence on social protection’s effectiveness (Bastagli et 

al. 2019). In the context of limited budgets, targeting of programs is often essential, with many 

programs relying on PMT to identify eligible households. Given the importance of social 

protection it is paramount to ensure that targeting is effective, transparent, and fair. However, 

in practice targeting procedures are quite opaque and it is often difficult for citizens to 

understand allocation procedures. This is problematic because a black-box decision making 

environment makes it complicated to monitor procedures and to appeal to unfair practices. 

It also jeopardizes the extension of cash transfer programs as opaque selection methods may 

reduce political support for the allocation of budgets.8  

 
8 For example, Uganda’s Vulnerable Family Grant programme was discontinued in 2015 because the 
beneficiary selection was “contentious and not well accepted by the community” 
(https://socialprotection.org/discover/blog/social-assistance-grants-empowerment-sage-programme-uganda). 
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In this paper, we first argue that targeting error assessments should not solely focus on 

accuracy as performance metric because the measure implicitly assumes that societies are 

indifferent about who is being incorrectly classified and the measure does not reflect the social 

costs for achieving a given level of accuracy. Instead or in addition, we use a social welfare 

framework that weights targeting errors depending on the position in the welfare distribution 

and for different levels of societal inequality aversion. This extended framework helps to 

illustrate our point that increasing accuracy may even cause welfare losses in the case of fixed 

budgets. While this provides a more comprehensive assessment of targeting performance, we 

show that bias in the data, here in the form of label bias and unstable PMT weights, leads to 

substantial underestimation of welfare losses. The magnitude of the usually unobserved 

welfare loss components is concerningly high, which raises more general questions about the 

reliability of targeting assessments. Lastly, we show that these unobserved welfare losses are 

unequally distributed and disproportionately carried by smaller households. 

We focus only on two sources of bias related to the measurement of target variable and the 

stability of weights. Other sources of bias could be at play too and in other contexts, other 

factors may play a more important role. However, our results indicate that even focusing on 

single biases can lead to significant underestimation of welfare losses. This becomes 

particularly evident if assessed through a social welfare lens that explicitly weights in 

distortionary effects. The accuracy of the predictions alone does not show these discrepancies 

clearly, as it does not discriminate between inclusion and exclusion errors and fails to reflect 

at which costs the accuracy is achieved (over versus under prediction of poverty). The 

downside of the approach is that arbitrary assumptions about the social welfare function and 

societal inequality aversion need to be made. Besides that, other societal preferences for 

instance for fairness and risk aversion could further affect welfare losses and render our 

estimates incomplete and partial at best. For example, disadvantaging smaller households is 
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likely to be regarded as unfair by many people and could thus cause welfare losses by itself. In 

this paper, we focus on the distributional implications, but future work could  regard fairness 

ratings further emphasising the trade-off between equity and efficiency along the lines of 

Premand and Schnitzer (2021) giving room for legitimacy perceptions of citizens.   

Our findings and subsequent conclusions lead us to call for a broader discussion, removing 

layers of opacity in decision-making and bringing accountability and evaluation to all stages of 

the lifecycle of a social protection program. Does increasing awareness lead to fairness? 

Unfortunately not, and most of the welfare losses we found are coming from data biases that 

tend to be hidden in the data. Some of this could probably be mitigated but the question 

remains whether predictions should be used in the first place. Fairness is subjective and 

measuring statistical indicators of unfairness of prediction outcomes ex ante is by design 

incomplete. Another route, proposed in discussions concerning prediction fairness, could be 

to focus more on causal mechanisms that lead to the need to predict the outcome of interests 

in the first place.9 An example of this in the social protection domain could be Kenya’s Hunger 

Safety Net Program automatic emergency scale up component that expands the program if a 

remotely sensed drought indicator falls below a critical threshold. This insurance component 

aims to prevent households from dropping into poverty due to natural disasters instead of 

predicting ex post who is poor.  

Finally, it is also important to address significant data issues. Many countries use household 

surveys to build PMT coefficients to target beneficiaries; but these coefficients are applied to 

other data (from registries or census) to actually decide if a household can receive or not a 

program. Our analysis has shown how using PMT estimates with a different set of data can 

 
9 https://fairmlbook.org/index.html 
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increase welfare losses. Therefore, a discussion on how to harmonize household surveys and 

administrative data is crucial. 
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Annex 
 

D PMT review 

A small case study review into transparency in PMT was conducted in 2021. East Africa was 

chosen as a case study due to the number of programmes which rely on PMT for targeting 

and the focus of this study. The review focused on areas of methodological rigour and 

transparency highlighted as important on the basis of the research conducted for this note. 

The review's scope was limited to official programme documentation published by the 

relevant government for the most part (the review of RCTs included university or consultancy 

published documents). Moreover, given the importance of social protection programmes to 

individual welfare and poverty eradication, the review included solely documents found in the 

public domain - those that could be found by individuals. In addition, an email soliciting further 

documents and information (all in the public domain) from individuals or departments which 

were responsible for the implementation of programs which might not be visible in our 

searches. The review found that while the targeting methodology had been published in 

approximately two-thirds of cases, fewer than half had used even a rudimentary estimation 

method. No programs in our review had trained models for out-of-sample predictions. While 

approximately half of the key programs in our review did have the PMT variables published, 

fewer than two-fifths had PMT variables weights available in the public domain. In light of the 

findings of this note, this is notable limitation in the accountability and transparency of 

programmes. The proportion of programs that had a published RCT conducted (36%) - not 

including non-RCT based evaluations - indicates that ex-post evaluation of impact appears to 

be of greater concern to policymakers than ex-ante targeting evaluations.  

 

Table 4 Public Cash Transfer Programs with PMT in East-Africa  
Methodology 

published 

Estimation 

method 

OoS 

prediction 

Variables 

published 

Weights 

published 

RCT 

Kenya HSNP Yes Standard 

OLS 

No No No Yes 

Kenya OVC-CT Yes Standard 

OLS 

No No No Yes 

Malawi SCTP No No No Yes No Yes 

Zambia SCT Partially Principal 

Component 

Analysis 

No Yes No Yes 

Zimbabwe HSCT Yes No No Yes No No 

Mozambique PSSB Yes No No No No No 

Madagascar Let us 

learn cash transfer 

No No No No No No 

Djibouti PNSF No No No Yes No No 
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Mauritius Social Aid 

Benefits 

Yes Quantile 

regression 

No Yes/No Yes No 

Ethiopia Urban 

Productive Safety Net 

Project 

Yes Standard 

OLS 

No Yes Yes No 

Ethiopia PSNP Yes No No No No No 

Total 7/11 (64%) 5/11 (45%) 0/11 (0%) 6/11 (54%) 2/11 (18%) 4/11 (36%) 

B Summary Statistics 

Malawi  

 

Table 5 Summary of PMT variables, Malawi 
Variable non-

poor 

poor smaller 

HH 

larger 

HH 

 Variable non-

poor 

poor smaller 

HH 

larger 

HH 

Household size 3,48 5,12 2,82 6,54 
 

Soap 0,24 0,08 0,12 0,15  
(2,16) (1,77) (1,04) (1,77) 

  
(0,42) (0,36) (0,33) (0,36) 

Household size 

sq. 

16,77 31,17 9,05 45,84 
 

Bed 0,48 0,24 0,27 0,38 

 
(22,66) (30,46) (5,53) (30,46) 

  
(0,50) (0,48) (0,45) (0,48) 

Age head 40,15 43,70 40,96 44,20 
 

Bike 0,40 0,34 0,28 0,45  
(16,56) (13,37) (18,44) (13,37) 

  
(0,49) (0,50) (0,45) (0,50) 

Age head sq. 1886,24 2169,89 2017,55 2131,86 
 

Music player 0,28 0,10 0,13 0,20  
(1612,31 1343,62 1822,06 1343,62 

  
0,45 0,40 0,34 0,40 

North 0,15 0,15 0,14 0,16 
 

Coffee table 0,24 0,05 0,10 0,14  
(0,36) (0,37) (0,34) (0,37) 

  
(0,43) (0,35) (0,29) (0,35) 

Central 0,44 0,35 0,36 0,41 
 

Iron roof 0,34 0,13 0,16 0,26  
(0,50) (0,49) (0,48) (0,49) 

  
(0,47) (0,44) (0,37) (0,44) 

Rural 0,77 0,93 0,86 0,88 
 

Dimba garden 0,29 0,34 0,27 0,37  
(0,42) (0,32) (0,34) (0,32) 

  
(0,45) (0,48) (0,45) (0,48) 

Household head 

never married 

0,08 0,01 0,05 0,00 
 

Goats 0,20 0,22 0,16 0,28 

 
(0,27) (0,06) (0,23) (0,06) 

  
(0,40) (0,45) (0,37) (0,45) 

Share no 

education 

0,11 0,19 0,17 0,16 
 

Dependency 

ratio 

0,71 1,34 0,79 1,50 

 
(0,26) (0,19) (0,31) (0,19) 

  
(0,74) (0,96) (0,80) (0,96) 

Share can read 0,71 0,55 0,58 0,63 
 

hfem 0,20 0,24 0,28 0,16  
(0,37) (0,34) (0,41) (0,34) 

  
(0,40) (0,37) (0,45) (0,37) 

Number of 

rooms 

2,56 2,47 2,17 2,88 
 

Grass roof 0,56 0,83 0,76 0,71 

 
(1,39) (1,43) (1,07) (1,43) 

  
(0,50) (0,45) (0,43) (0,45) 

Cement floor 0,36 0,11 0,18 0,22 
 

Mortar pestle 0,45 0,53 0,40 0,61  
(0,48) (0,41) (0,39) (0,41) 

  
(0,50) (0,49) (0,49) (0,49) 

Electricity 0,15 0,01 0,05 0,07 
 

Table 0,46 0,30 0,29 0,44  
(0,35) (0,25) (0,22) (0,25) 

  
(0,50) (0,50) (0,45) (0,50) 

Flushing toilet 0,07 0,01 0,02 0,03 
 

Clock 0,34 0,12 0,17 0,24  
(0,25) (0,18) (0,15) (0,18) 

  
(0,47) (0,42) (0,37) (0,42) 

Note: Standard deviation in parentheses. 

 

Lean vs harvest season 

The survey was conducted over a period of 12 months in 2004/5 based on 30 strata, with 240 

households to be sampled per strata. The enumeration of households was designed to be 

spread over the entire year to take into account differences in rural communities in the 
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harvest and lean seasons. Households in each Enumeration Area - progression from one to 

the next determined by the enumerator - were sampled on the basis of registers, with each 

Enumeration Area taking one month to sample. Given the random sampling design and the 

simultaneous nationwide roll-out of the survey, differences between lean and harvest seasons 

should be negligible. The following test of non-fungible household characteristics is further 

evidence.  

Table 6 Lean season balance tests  
Non-lean season Lean season Pr Chi2 

No cement floor 4527 4509 0.92 

Cement floor 1127 1117 

No electricity 5321 5299 0.86 

Electricity 333 327 

No flushing toilet 5503 5459 0.34 

Flushing toilet 151 167 

No grass roof 1506 1447 0.27 

Grass roof 4148 4179 

Note:  chi2 test for differences in distribution of variables between 

lean and harvest season 

Tanzania  

Table 7 Summary of PMT variables, Tanzania 

variable non-poor poor smaller 

HH 

larger 

HH 

 
variable non-

poor 

poor smaller 

HH 

larger 

HH 

Urban 0,47 0,17 0,41 0,26 
 

HH head 

widowed 

0,13 0,14 0,16 0,09 

 
(0,50) (0,44) (0,49) (0,44) 

  
(0,33) (0,29) (0,37) (0,29) 

Age 45,46 48,30 45,45 48,19 
 

Improved 

floor 

0,44 0,75 0,52 0,64 

 
(16,46) (13,58) (18,01) (13,58) 

  
(0,50) (0,48) (0,50) (0,48) 

Age squared 2337,05 2586,53 2389,89 2506,47 
 

Improved 

roof 

0,27 0,43 0,36 0,30 

 
(1706,16) (1468,07) (1879,16) (1468,07) 

  
(0,44) (0,46) (0,48) (0,46) 

Household size 4,45 6,44 3,32 7,84 
 

Improved 

wall 

0,59 0,90 0,68 0,77 

 
(2,64) (2,29) (1,35) (2,29) 

  
(0,49) (0,42) (0,47) (0,42) 

Household size 

sq. 

26,76 49,31 12,86 66,63 
 

Number of 

rooms 

3,35 3,88 2,89 4,47 

 
(35,33) (48,49) (8,53) (48,49) 

  
(1,82) (1,83) (1,44) (1,83) 

Children under 

5 

0,77 1,51 0,62 1,67 
 

Water 

supply 

0,38 0,12 0,32 0,20 

 
(0,95) (1,16) (0,78) (1,16) 

  
(0,48) (0,40) (0,47) (0,40) 

Elderly 

householder 

0,30 0,37 0,33 0,33 
 

Flushing 

toilet 

0,17 0,01 0,12 0,09 

 
(0,57) (0,59) (0,58) (0,59) 

  
(0,38) (0,28) (0,32) (0,28) 

Primary 

education head 

0,78 0,64 0,70 0,74 
 

Type of 

stove 

0,36 0,04 0,29 0,14 

 
(0,42) (0,44) (0,46) (0,44) 

  
(0,48) (0,34) (0,45) (0,34) 

Secondary 

education head 

0,15 0,02 0,11 0,08 
 

Electricity 0,20 0,05 0,16 0,11 

 
(0,35) (0,27) (0,31) (0,27) 

  
(0,40) (0,31) (0,37) (0,31) 
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Household 

head married 

0,70 0,78 0,64 0,86 
      

 
(0,46) (0,35) (0,48) (0,35) 

      

Note: Standard deviations in parentheses. 

 

C Prediction model 

We randomly draw training data ( N ∗ 0.8 ) to estimate the parameters of the models and 

test data (N ∗ 0.2) that we hold back to examine classification errors. We search over a range 

of hyper-parameter values to select the best specification. As we are considering a large 

number of combinations of hyper-parameter values in the gradient boosting models, we 

randomly tested 10000 model specifications out of all possible combinations and thereafter 

fine-tuned the models. We measure the model performance based on the accuracy of 

predictions using tenfold cross-validation. The parameters of the preferred specifications, as 

presented in the main analysis, are depicted below. Below we also show the feature 

importance and coefficients resultsing from the xgboost and linear models. 

 

Table 8 Hyper-parameter grid search gradient boosting model 

Parameters Malawi Tanzania 

max_depth 4 2 

min_samples_split 2 10 

min_samples_leaf 76 66 

max_features 14 1 

sub_sample 0.48 0.86 

learning_rate 0.055 0.13 

n_estimators 220 310 
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Figure 2 Feature importance/coefficients 

GRBT (Malawi) Linear (Malawi) 

  
 

GRBT (Tanzania) Linear (Tanzania) 

   

Note: Xgboost model shows feature importance by counting appearances of features in decision trees and 

logit shows the estimated coefficients size of standardized PMT variables. 

 
Figure 3 Marginal welfare loss  of unit transfer with diary and recall PMT  
(only using personal diaries and high supervision frequency treatment to train diary model and for model 
validation) 
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D Per Capita vs. Adult Equivalent scale 

 

To account for economies of scale within households we follow () in dividing household by 

the square root of the number of household members instead of using per capita reports as 

robustness test. After converting consumption reports, we use the same approach as in the 

main analysis i.e. we train two separate PMTs with diary and recall data and validate those 

with diary test data. In the simulations we adjust the poverty line in a way such that the 

poverty rates remain the same and the budget we allocate remains the same as in the per 

capita case of the main text. The figure below show the resulting welfare losses of the two 

PMTs overall and separately by household size. 

 

Figure 4 Welfare losses if consumption is converted to account for household economies of scale 

  
Notes: Welfare loss computed as percentage change in welfare in comparison to perfect targeting assuming 
different levels of inequality aversion. Evaluation based on the same test data, but models were trained with 
data only inluding recall or diary data. 



 

  E Household size variance (Malawi) 

Household size variance was examined using High Frequency Phone Survey (HFPS) data collected by the National Statistical Office of Malawi (supported by 

the World Bank) monthly over a one-year period from May 2020 and June 2021. The sampling frame draws on the Integrated Household Panel Survey (IHPS) 

conducted in 2019. At the time of analysis, nine months of data were available. The probability of a household being size x in month m+1 dependent on their 

household size in month m is given in the table below. Given that the HFPS survey builds on the IHPS survey, the household roster was pre-filled, with 

respondents asked to confirm whether each member of the roster was still a member of the household, and asked whether there were members of the 

household at that time not included in the roster. A household member was defined as a person who normally sleep in the same dwelling and share their 

meals together. 

Table 9 Month-on-month variation in household size, Malawi phone survey 
  

Household Size m 
  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Household Size m+1 

1 0,86 0,08 0,04 0,03 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 

2 0,09 0,78 0,06 0,04 0,01 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 

3 0,02 0,10 0,68 0,05 0,02 0,00 0,01 0,00 0,00 

4 0,01 0,03 0,12 0,65 0,07 0,02 0,01 0,00 0,00 

5 0,00 0,01 0,04 0,17 0,72 0,08 0,03 0,01 0,00 

6 0,00 0,01 0,01 0,03 0,14 0,59 0,08 0,02 0,01 

7 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,02 0,02 0,18 0,62 0,10 0,04 

8 0,01 0,00 0,01 0,00 0,02 0,04 0,14 0,60 0,09 

9 0,00 0,00 0,04 0,01 0,00 0,08 0,11 0,28 0,86 

source: World Bank's high frequency phone surveys 
 

 
Note: Resampling of household size is based on monthly phone survey data. Marker show standard deviation of original prediction minus prediction 

with resampled household size. Results based on Monte Carlo simulation with 1000 iterations. 
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